BALPEX 2021 PALMARES

Jury
Chair-Liz Hisey
Tony Dewey
Colin Fraiser
Regis Hoffman
John Hotchner

Grand: Daniel Knowles: The Development of the Confederate States of America (CSA) Postal Service from Secession to Appomattox

Reserve Grand: Louis Caprario: United States Beer Stamps 1866-1919

Single Frame Grand: Earl Toops: The Trucial States Palm Trees and Dhow Series of 1961

AAPE Award of Honor (1): William Winter: The Discovery and Exploration of Antarctica: The Quest For The Pole

AAPE Award of Honor (2): Carroll Browne: The History of the Fire Service in the United States of America: From Colonial Period to the Modern Era

AAPE Creativity Award: Lloyd Ferrell: Little Known Pearl Harbor Ships – without postal facilities

AAPE Award of Excellence (Epilogue): Louis Caprario: United States Beer Stamps 1866-1919

Jean Benninghoff Encouragement Award: Guglielmo Marconi: The Changing Face of Telegraph Communications

American Philatelic Congress Award: Robert Benninghoff: The Collection of Postage Due Fees in Ireland 1914 to 1925

APS pre-1900 Medal of Excellence: Daniel Knowles: The Development of the Confederate States of America (CSA) Postal Service from Secession to Appomattox

APS 1900-1940 Medal of Excellence: Frederick Lawrence: 1918 Czechoslovakia Scout Post


APS post 1980 Medal of Excellence: Brian Warren: Irish Heritage and Treasure Definitives
APS Research Medal:  Earl Toops: The Trucial States Palm Trees and Dhow Series of 1961

ATA First Award:  Greg Herbert: An Ancient Partnership, an Uncertain Future. Butterflies, Moths and Man

ATA Second Award:  Brian Callan: Sir Hubert Wilkins – Australian Pole to Pole Pioneer

ATA Third Award:  William Winter: The Discovery and Exploration of Antarctica: The Quest For The Pole

ATA One Frame Award:  Louis Pataki: Yale’s "Old Campus" 1750-1928

Postal History Society Award:  Daniel Knowles: The Development of the Confederate States of America (CSA) Postal Service from Secession to Appomattox

United States Philatelic Classics Society Medal:  Norman Cohen: The Use of the United States Large Numeral, Postage-Due Stamps, 1879 to 1911

United States Stamp Society Statue of Freedom Award:  Mark Schwartz: The 5 Cent Virginia Dare Stamp of 1937

WE Sterling Achievement Award:  Clarence Stifflons: Canada’s Embossed Stamps, 1974-1981

Baltimore Philatelic Society Awards:

BPS Ed Ruckle Memorial Award:  Norman Cohen: The Use of the United States Large Numeral, Postage-Due Stamps, 1879 to 1911

BPS Award:  Robert Benninghoff: The Collection of Postage Due Fees in Ireland 1914 to 1925

Society for Czechoslovak Philately Award:  Fredrick Lawrence: 1918 Czechoslovakia Scout Post

Universal Ship Cancellation Society Awards:

Anthony Fernandez Award:  Lloyd Ferrell: Little Known Pearl Harbor Ships – without postal facilities

Francis E. Locy Award:  Lloyd Ferrell: Transition to War at Pearl Harbor: Navy Ships Along Ford Island and Battleship Row

Jesse Burgess Thomas Memorial Award:  Mark Schwartz: Packet Mail Sent From Essex County, Mass: 1840 up to U.P.U
Captain Herbert F. Rommel Award: Steven Shay: The Locy Classification System of US Naval Cancels as created in 1929

Military Postal History Society

Exhibit Award: Steven Berlin: Mail Robbery in Military Conflicts 1745-1945

American Society of Polar Philatelists:

ASPP Grand Award: Brian Callan: Sir Hubert Wilkins – Australian Pole to Pole Pioneer

ASPP Reserve Grand Award: William Winter: The Discovery and Exploration of Antarctica: The Quest For The Pole

ASPP Award: John Young: Ziggy is Everywhere

Erie Philatelic Association

Best Gold Grand Multi Fame Award: Robert Meegan: United States Domestic Letter Rates From the Act of 1792 to October 1, 1883

Best Gold Single Frame Award: Robert Benninghoff: Creation of the Border Between Two Irelands 1913 to 1923

Reserve Grand Single Frame Award: Louis Pataki: Yale’s “Old Campus” 1750-1928
Large Gold

Earl Toops: The Trucial States Palm Trees and Dhow Series of 1961
Daniel Knowles: The Development of the Confederate States of America (CSA) Postal Service from Secession to Appomattox
Louis Caprario: United States Beer Stamps 1866-1919
Greg Herbert: An Ancient Partnership, an Uncertain Future. Butterflies, Moths and Man
Mark Schwartz: Packet Mail Sent From Essex County Mass: 1840 up to U.P.U.
Peter McCann: Dominica of the Leeward Islands
Brian Callan: Electric Telegraph Company Stamps 1846-1870
Stephen Berlin: Mail Robbery in Military Conflicts 1745-1945
Tim Wait: Adhesive Stamps Used to Pay the 2c Tax on U.S. Bank Checks 1862-1883
Robert Benninghoff: The Collection of Postage Due Fees in Ireland 1914 to 1925

Gold

Robert Meegan: United States Domestic Letter Rates From the Act of 1792 to October 1, 1883
Lloyd Ferrell: Little Known Pearl Harbor Ships – without postal facilities
Mark Schwartz: The 5 Cent Virginia Dare Stamp of 1937
Frederick Lawrence: 1918 Czechoslovakia Scout Post
Brian Callan: Sir Hubert Wilkins – Australian Pole to Pole Pioneer
Lloyd Ferrell: Transition to War at Pearl Harbor: Navy Ships Along Ford Island and Battleship Row
Robert Benninghoff: Creation of the Border Between Two Irelands 1913 to 1923
Norman Cohen: The Use of the United States Large Numeral, Postage-Due Stamps, 1879 to 1911
Louis Pataki: Yale’s “Old Campus” 1750-1928

Large Vermeil

Ludvik Svoboda: Trials and Tribulations with Czechoslovakia’s Hradcany 1918 – 1920
Louis Pataki: Early History of the German East Asia Squadron 1895-1900
Earl Toops: Provisional Issues of South Vietnam and Their Use: 1963-1980

Vermeil

Robert Meegan: The Design, Production and Selected Usages of the Large Banknote Issues of 1870 to 1888
William Winter: The Discovery and Exploration of Antarctica: The Quest For The Pole
Alan Hanzl: Slovakia’s First Republic (1939-1945)
Brian Warren: Irish Heritage and Treasures Definitives
James Buckner: Philatelic Expressions of Grief: The Development and Use of Masaryk Mourning Stamps, Cancels and Covers from Czechoslovakia
Carroll Browne: The History of the Fire Service in the United States of America: From Colonial Period to the Modern Era
Steven Shay: The Locy Classification System of US Naval Cancels as created in 1929
Victor Emmanuel: The Unification of Italy 1851-1862
Otto von Bismarck: Unification of Germany 1850-1872

Large Silver
Clarence Stillions: Canada’s Embossed Stamps, 1974-1981

Silver Bronze
John Young: Ziggy is Everywhere
Guglielmo Marconi: The Changing Face of Telegraph Communications